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Overview 
This InfoTorial is a very basic introduction to the components of SimPE a short glossary of the 

different resources in the .package structure. 

Tools 
The latest version of SimPE 

What is SimPE? 
SimPE is a powerful all-in-one tool for editing .package files for The Sims 2. It was created by 

Quaxi and Peter Jones, with assistance from Numenor and RGiles. It is currently hosted at 

https://sims.ambertation.de/en/ and the current version is 0.73.44. 
 

  

https://simfileshare.net/folder/77372/
https://sims.ambertation.de/en/


The components of SimPE 
At launch, the SimPE application has three major panes and several minor areas of interest. 

Upper Taskbar: The upper taskbar (at the very top of the application) has File, Tools, Extra, 

Window, and Help dropdowns, along with buttons for creating a new .package, opening, 

saving, and resetting the layout.  

 

Resource Tree: At the upper left (occupying about 1/3 of the top of the application) is the 

Resource Tree. The Resource tree displays all of the resources within the open .package file, 

and can filter the Resource List to display a specific type of resource. 

 

  



Resource List: The upper right pane (occupying the right 2/3 of the top of the application) is 

the Resource List. The Resource List allows you to select the specific resource to edit. 

 

  



Action Pane: The lower half of the application. The Action Pane is where stuff happens. This is 

the part of the resource that allows you to edit your selected resource. The action pane has 

several tabs, each with a different purpose. 

 

•The Plugin View tab: The Plugin view allows you to make resource-specific edits, such as 

adding subsets in the GMDC or adding blocks of information in the CRES. The Plugin view 

looks a bit different for every resource. 

 

  



•The Resource Tab: The Resource tab allows you to change the type, group, and instance 

number of the resource. 

 

 

 



Glossary of Resources 
A detailed, (mostly) comprehensive list of the resources SimPE supports, and the “job” of 

each resource. 

3IDR (3D ID Referencing File): The 3IDR links a Body Shop file (hair/clothing/accessory) to a 

specific geometric node or binary index. 

ANIM (Animation Resource): Holds the joint placement data for poses and animations. 

BCON (Behavior Constant): For objects, holds specific behavioral information that the BHAV 

can reference. 

BHAV (Behavior Function): For objects, a series of coded commands that controls the 

object’s behavior. 

BINX (Binary Index): A text resource that informs a Body Shop file what order to place the 

clothing/accessory in the CAS catalog, as well as where it pulls its texture, catalog 

description, and custom icon from. 

CLST (Directory of Compressed Files): When files are compressed (such as when using the 

Compressorizer) data can potentially be lost. This resource makes a record of which files 

were modified during compression. 

CRES (Resource Node): The top-tier resource in the hierarchy. The CRES coordinates all of the 

other resources in the Scenegraph. 

CTSS (Catalog Description): For objects, a text description of the object’s title and how it’s 

described in the catalog. 

FWAV (Audio Reference): An audio file, such as a sound effect. 

GLOB (Global Data): Informs what general “type” of behavioral files to apply to the object 

(i.e. deco, sofa, toilet, bed). These global functions can be overridden by the BHAV and 

BCON resources. 

GMDC (Geometric Data Container): Holds the mesh, skeleton, and UV map of an object or 

Body Shop file. 

GMND (Geometric Node): Coordinates the GMDC with the SHPE, and informs which subsets 

are recolorable and what CRES to pull materials from (for slaved objects). 

GZPS (Property Set): An .xml (text) file for hair and clothing. Controls what categories the 

clothing appears in, and what age groups/genders can wear it, among other things. 

IMG (jpg/tga/png Iage): A resource that holds an image for a body shop or object 

thumbnail.  

LGHT (Lighting/Point Light): A resource for lamps and lights. While the TXMT controls the 

materials applied to the mesh, the LGHT controls the properties and qualities of the actual 

lighting. 



MMAT (Material Override): This resource override’s the CRES’s function, enabling a subset to 

be recolored and informing what material to coordinate with the recolorable subset. 

OBJD (Object Data): Controls what category/subcategory an object appears in within the 

Buy Mode catalog, holds an object’s GUID (globally unique identification), controls whether 

an object can be placed on community lots, and coordinates what SLOT resource 

corresponds to each tile. 

OBJF (Object Function): A resource that corresponds directly to the OBJD. The OBJF informs 

the CRES of the OBJD’s presence (for multi-tile objects). 

SHPE (Shape): Coordinates each subset in the GMDC to its corresponding material definition. 

SLOT (Slot): A resource that informs how many routing, target, or container slots are on each 

tile, what type of slots they are, and what they can hold. 

STR# (Text List): A text resource. Text lists hold various things, such as animation names, the 

names of the nodes in the CRES, material names, subset names, and information. 

TTAB (Pie Menu Function): Links an action string with its associated BHAV and informs which 

Sims can perform the action. 

TTAS (Pie Menu String): Text resource that holds the names of the action strings for the pie 

menu. 

TXMT (Material Definition): Controls how matte, shiny, transparent, or phosphorescent a 

material is. Coordinates the SHPE to the TXTR. 

TXTR (Texture Image): The texture image. A .png file of the texture applied to one or more of 

the subsets in the GMDC. 

XFNC (Fence XML): An .xml (text) file for fences. As fences don’t have an OBJD, this is where 

you can set the price. Also controls the diagonal CRES that links to the straight CRES and the 

name description in the catalog. 

XMOL (Mesh Overlay XML): An .xml (text) file for accessories. Controls what clothing the 

accessory can be worn with, what other accessories the accessory can be combined with, 

and what age groups/genders can wear it, among other things. 

XNGB (Neighborhood Object XML): An .xml (text) file for neighborhood objects. The XNGB 

can be edited to allow placements over lots or water. 

XSTN (Skin Tone XML): An .xml (text) file for skins. The XSTN can be edited to modify the skin’s 

genetics. 
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